New Zealand:
Wellington and
Beyond
By Lillian Africano

While I can’t prove this statistically, I’ve read that a trip to New Zealand is high on many bucket lists. And so it should be.
First you have its capital city, Wellington, which Lonely Planet called the coolest little capital in the world. And so it is.
Located on the southernmost part of New Zealand’s North Island,
Wellington is a cultural hub with impressive museums, a lively
music scene and, according to some estimates, more cafes and
bars and restaurants per capita than New York City, the place
where I lived most of my adult life. Yet during my visit, I felt that
New Zealand’s second-most populous city still had a strong
connection with Nature -- and that all those bars and restaurants
had not been created at her expense. Unlike New York City,
where small and precious oases of green live among towers of
steel and granite, Wellington has lots of inviting green space
where locals and travelers alike can refresh body and soul. With
all that Wellington has to offer, it’s hard to believe that not so long
ago, Wellington was the country’s “flyover city,” seen only from
the air by tourists jetting between the thermal pools of the north
and the mountains of the south.
The first must-see here is New Zealand’s national museum, Te
Papa Tongarewa, which means “container of treasures.” As
admission is free to this serene and spiritual place, and as it is
open every single day of the year (10 a.m.− 6 p.m. and 10 a.m. –
9 p.m. on Thursdays), it’s possible to visit more than once to
browse its collection of some 200,000 items. A series of guided
tours is available, as well as an audio guide and a visitor booklet.
The History Collection alone is a treasure trove of 25,000 items,
including over 7,000 pieces of dress and textiles, the oldest dating
back to the sixteenth century.

For me, visits to any museum end in the museum shop, where I look for gifts and
souvenirs that aren’t the same as those found in museum shops everywhere. Here, I
found books on Captain Cook’s explorations, on New Zealand’s Maori culture, on the
country’s birds; handmade Maori jewelry; exceptionally beautifully cards (more suitable
for framing than for mailing); glass pieces; bone carving – and plenty of books for
children about the country and its culture.
On the ground floor, in the heart of the museum is a light and airy family-friendly café
that offers an all-day menu and also serves espresso, wines and beers. This very userfriendly museum also has free Wi-Fi hotspots; access and help for people with
disabilities and rooms for parents with young children.
As New Zealand is the land of Middle Earth and home of the hobbits, fans of the Lord
of the Rings trilogy make a point of visiting the Weta Cave, a mini-museum, mini-theater
and shop in Miramar, Wellington. Described as “an emporium of all things wild and
The other exhibits range from objects
collected by Captain Cook, including
his Hawai’an feather cloak) to
costumes worn by Xena, Warrior
Princess, as well as a Xena doll. (Xena
first appeared as a character on
Hercules: The Legendary Journeys' –
and rates so well that she was given
her own show, which was made in
New Zealand between 1995 and 2001.
American Secretary of State Madeleine
Allbright named Xena as a role model.)
There’s a New Zealand Post archive, a
valuable collection of around 20,000
stamps and related material; historical
weapons, coins and medals; ceramics
from the old world and from modern
New Zealand; a furniture collection of
around 250 items; precious metalwork;
and rare books, photographs, and
papers.
For kids, the Colossal Squid exhibit is
a big draw, featuring as it does the
largest known specimen of its kind,
weighing over 1,000 pounds when
caught. The exhibit featuring the world
of the Māori, the first settlers, offers
insight into this vital culture, while the
Awesome Forces exhibition
demonstrates how the forces of Nature
– earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and
the weather – played a part in shaping
New Zealand.

wonderful,” the Cave is part of the Weta Workshop, best known, not only for work on the
Lord of the Rings trilogy, but also on King Kong, The Chronicles of Narnia, Avatar and
The Adventures of Tintin.
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Travel Information: To travel to Wellington, my choice would
be Premium Economy on Air New Zealand’s Boeing 777300ER, the airline’s flagship. These luxurious seats have a
hard shell that doesn’t recline — saving you from smashed
knees courtesy of the seat in front of you. The recline happens
in the softer part of the seat, while the accompanying beanbag
on the floor creates a comfy cushion for fully-extended legs.
The shell shields you from your neighbor, providing a
welcome measure of privacy if you’re traveling alone.
For couples, the dual seats create a kind of love-seat, for
dining and chatting. The personal entertainment center is
state-of-the-art, with movies, music, TV, etc. — and a cradle
for your iPod. Headphones are like those distributed in
Business or First Class; blankets and pillows are cozy and
invite sleep. The food, accompanied by New Zealand wines,
is as good or better than anything I’ve had when flying
domestic Business Class. The final luxury: Air New Zealand
provides a concierge throughout the plane (even in regular
economy), whose job it is to answer questions and provide
those little services that ease the strain of long-distance travel.
There is an abundance of hotels in Wellington. My favorite is
the Museum Hotel (http://www.museumhotel.co.nz/), a
contemporary boutique property with stylishly decorated
rooms featuring all modern amenities, some overlooking
picturesque Wellington Harbor. The residence section of the
property has apartments with kitchenettes and laundry
facilities. As befits its name, the hotel houses an exceptional
art collection. To round out the options for a comfortable stay,
there is an indoor pool (and sauna), a fitness center and a day
spa/salon. The Museum’s premier restaurant, Hippopotamus,
serves lovingly prepared French cuisine and an artistically
presented high tea. The best part: it’s next to the Te Papa
Tongarewa museum.

The Rotorua region also offers a unique adventure: riding a raft
down Tutea Falls on the Kaituna River. This is the highest
commercially-rafted waterfall in the world – and the sevenmeter drop (23-feet) elicits screams from young and old alike.
(Check out You Tube videos for a vicarious thrill.) Behind the
waterfall are the caves used by the Maori to hide women and
children in time of war.
Another exciting falls adventure can be found at one of the
most visited natural attractions on North Island: the Huka Falls
on the Waikato River. This is a group of waterfalls that drain
Lake Taupo, with a volume that often approaches 220,000 liters
(over 58,000 gallons) a second. Hukafalls Jet takes thrillseekers within a few meters of the base of the falls in their
jetboats.
Just to the south of Rotorua is another of North Island’s “hot” (a
piping 74°C or 165°F) geothermal attractions, the Waiotapu
(Wai-O-Tapu) Champagne Pool. This unique natural
landscape, perhaps the most colorful and diverse in New
Zealand, has been created by volcanic activity over thousands
of years.
The bright orange rim of the pool contains a mixture of
elements, including silver, gold and mercury. The bubbles that
fizz to the surface of the pool, which gave the pool its name,
are carbon dioxide. As there are clearly defined tracks around
the rim, it’s possible to explore the area through a series of
walks, with each walk presenting a different vista.

For information on Wellington, consult
http://www.newzealand.com/us/ and
http://www.wellingtonnz.com/visitor_information --and a
knowledgeable travel agent.

A very different kind of landscape is found in Hawke’s Bay,
located on the east coast of New Zealand’s North Island.
Steeped in history, this region is the country’s second largest
wine-growing region and one of its oldest. Blessed with plenty
of sun and a temperate climate, it is the leading wine and food
tourism destination. Many of New Zealand’s best wineries are
here and within easy reach of visitors. Chardonnay is the most
widely planted grape variety, but the long ripening season
makes possible such later-ripening red grape varieties as
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Syrah.

Beyond Wellington…
Since travel to New Zealand is so timeconsuming (especially from the East Coast),
many visitors rent a car (or fly) to some of the
country’s many outstanding scenic areas for a
taste of adventure travel or simply to photograph
places unique to this part of the world.

Sun and sand are the attractions of the Northland Beaches.
Some offer world-class surf, others are great all-tide swimming
beaches that attract young families. Still others are so long that
it’s possible to walk great stretches without seeing another
person. These quiet beaches are ideal for romantic alfresco
dining. Provisions can be purchased at roadside stalls, the wine
at one of the vineyards.

Rotorua is one such unique place. This city in
the northern part of North Island sits squarely on
the Pacific Rim of Fire, where you can see the
powerful forces of Nature that created New
Zealand. It has one of the world’s liveliest fields
of geothermal activity, evidenced by boiling mud
pools, hot springs and shooting geysers.

All photography by Lillian Africano except where noted.

The colors and shapes seen in the photograph
of Waimangu’s volcanic terraces are real. They
emerged in 1886 when the Rotorua region was
shaken by the eruption of Mt Tarawera. The
thermal valley is an otherworldly landscape, with
eerie steam-filled craters, blue-green lakes,
pristine native bush and rare wildlife.

